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â�� The oldest cup competition in football, the FA Cup is one for the dreamers.
 Double Chance â�� Feeling indecisive? Double chance wagers hedge your bets, cover

ing both the win and the draw.
 So, with these bets, you&#39;ll only lose your stake if the team you&#39;ve bac

ked loses the match.
&#163;30 free bet welcome offer
 New customers only.
 Game restrictions apply.
Specific bet builder football promotions&#163;30 of free bets
 Total Number of Corners in Next 5/10/15 Minutes â�� This live football bet tests 

your ability to read the game in question, inviting you to predict the total num

ber of corners to be taken in a set time frame.
Updated on :08/02/2023
Betly has been offering sports betting services in West Virginia for some time n

ow, and was able to get off the ground in Arkansas right at the beginning of the

ir sports betting package going online.
An interesting caveat: Arkansas sportsbooks will be required to keep 51% of thei

r revenues in-state, a rule that is deterring some bigger names like DraftKings 

and BetMGM from entering the AR market.
ARKANSAS SPORTS BETTING SITES FEATURES
Bet Saracen and Betly are the only apps so far that have been given approval by 

the Arkansas Racing Commission.
 Try your sports knowledge skills by playing DFS, on a variety sports events lik

e NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL PGA, MLS, and more.
Here&#39;s a map of retail (in-person) sports betting locations in Arkansas:
 Fans of Arkansas college sports betting will find all their favorite games at t

heir preferred sportsbooks.
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